Career in Good Governance and Political Leadership
Sri Krishna is telling Arjuna that just as the unwise act with attachment to their actions, the vidvaans or the wise ones act unattached to their activities with an intention to maintain loka-sangrah i.e. the world order – 3.25 Bhagwat Gita
How are our leaders today?

• In our times we have entrusted this responsibility the most to the leaders who represent us, i.e. to act for maintaining the world order, social harmony and peaceful progress. But what do we see generally happening?

• We see leaders in different fields, be it in Politics, Business or Administration, acting out of vested interests and letting greed, anger and lust drive their decisions. This has made a mockery out of the positions they are holding whereas they should be setting examples for others to follow.
It is time to spiritualise politics, secularise religion and socialise business to make this world a better place to live.
Can we raise a voice of righteous leadership?

- Do we feel our representatives are doing the right things?

- There is story which goes like:
  - In a class first benchers become engineers/ Physicians or scientists,
  - Second benchers become Business Leaders/ Managers
  - Third benchers become Lawyers/ Journalists
  - Fourth benchers become Politicians
Time for Change

• we see many educated people enter the field of politics and do well. Defense Minister Manohar Parrikar is an IITian and has been regarded as one of the best in his job.
• Arvind Kejriwal, another IITian, IRS who is credited with shaping India Against Corruption movement into a successful political party.
• We see many people taking interest in affairs of the country and especially the youth. Last year in general election 2014, 12 Crore voters were the first timers. This goes on to show that leaders of tomorrow have to be an informed and trained lot!
Good Governance vs Bad Governance

- Recently the terms "governance" and "good governance" are being increasingly used in development literature. Bad governance is being increasingly regarded as one of the root causes of all evil within our societies. Major donors and international financial institutions are increasingly basing their aid and loans on the condition that reforms that ensure "good governance" are undertaken.
Government versus Governance

• Government refers to actions carried out within a formal legal setting.
• Governance involves all activities of government along with informal activities even outside a formal governmental setting that are meant to achieve common goals.
8 Parameters of Good Governance (CATERPER) - UN

Consensus oriented
Participatory
Follows the rule of law
Effective and efficient
Accountable
Transparent
Responsive
Equitable and inclusive

GOOD GOVERNANCE
MA in Good Governance and Public Policy @ SSU

• First of its kind course in
• Combines
  • Field Visits
  • Academic Rigor
  • Practical Labs
  • Learning from the leaders
  • Spiritual values
CAREER OPTIONS (according to Specialization)

• Political Leader/LEGISLATOR
• Civil Servant
• Economic Advisor
• Finance Manager at NGO
• Statistician
• Political Scientist
• Policy Analyst/ Policy Advocacy and Consultancy
• Manage CSR of a Company
CAREER OPTIONS-II

• Public Policy Professor
• Legislative Aide
• Research Associate
• Educational Research Scientist
• Local Government Analyst
• Social and Community Service Manager
• Urban Planner
• City Manager
CAREER OPTIONS-III

• Health Service Manager
• Social Policy Researcher
• Program Coordinator/Manager at NGO
• Executive Director of NGO
• Operations Research Analyst
• Administrative Service Manager
• Counterterrorism Analyst/Consultant
• Foreign Service Officer/Consultant
• Lobbyist
Career Opportunities

• Electoral Politics
• Administrative Services
• Policy Think Tanks
• Policy Analysis Institutes
• CSR Governance
• Campaign Management
• NGO Governance
Learning from Highly Experienced and Acclaimed Faculty
B.K Pattnaik (IAS Retd), Ex-Chief Secretary, Govt. of Odisha
Niten Chandra IAS,
Special Secretary, Govt. of Odisha
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Satyajit Mohanty IPS,
Additional Director General of Police (ADGP), Govt. of Odisha
B B Mishra (IPS Retd)  
Ex DG Police, Chairman IIAPA and  
Dr P K Mishra, Treasurer IIAPA
Judy Van Zon, Internationally Recognised Coach
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Learning from
the
Leaders
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Anna Hazare appreciates Sri Sri University’s MA in Good Governance and Public Policy program and thanked Guruji Sri Sri Ravi Shankar for inspiring such a course with an intention to train effective and ethical leaders.
Shri Niranjan Pujari, Hon’ble Speaker, Odisha Vidhan Sabha
Shri Amit Sahah, BJP National President
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Shri Prasad Harichandan,
Odisha Congress President
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Department of Good Governance & Public Policy
Core Faculty

Dr. Pratima Sarangi,
HOD, Dept. MGGPP

Dr. Vijaya Lakshmi Mohanty,
Champion Faculty,
Dept. MGGPP

Kamala Kanta Dash,
Asst. Prof., Dept. MGGPP
Internal Faculty

Dr. P Srinivas
Subbarao,
Prof., Dept.
Management Studies

Dr. Sunil Dal, Associate Prof.,
Dept. Management Studies

Vijaya Batth, Asst.
Prof., Dept.
Management Studies
Departmental Outreach

MDP Programmes
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Outreach and Field Visits
International Conference
Indian Ocean Rim Association
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Innovation in Public Service Delivery,
Dept. of General Administration,
Govt. of Odisha
Odisha Vidhan Sabha
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Defence Research Development Organisation (DRDO) Headquarters
Other Grass Root Level Exposure
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Internships
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Charter Batches
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Sri Sri’s Vision for Good Governance – Creating Effective And Ethical Leaders for Tomorrow

“Understanding Public Policy calls for an all-round exposure to different facets of life and society. There is a dire need for systems of efficient governance today. This faculty at our University is the first of its kind in the country and has been envisioned to address this need. I am sure it will go a long way in building a better India.”
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